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For any z e P, we can in the series substitute zt to itself for / ^ k and
Zfc + uk to zk, and we thus obtain a power series inp + 1 variables z1,..., zp, uk,
which, by (9.2.1), is absolutely summable for \zt\ < rt(i ^ &)and \zk\ + \uk\ <rk
(if rls ...,rp are the radii of P). By (9.1.4) we can therefore write
f(zi9...9zk + uk9 ...,zp)=f(z) + ukfl(z)+ ••• +u%fn(z)+ ••-, where each
fn is a power series absolutely summable in P, and the right-hand side, for
each z e P, is a power series in uk which is absolutely summable in some
open ball B of center 0 (depending on z). Moreover it follows from the
binomial theorem that
f (~\  __
Jl\z) — 2
v
and as (f(zi9 ..., zk + uk,
is an absolutely summable power series (in uk) in B (for fixed z) by (9.1.4),
we deduce from (9.1.3) that/a(z) = Dfc/(z) for any zeP. From that result
and from (9.13) we deduce the values of the cp in terms of the derivatives
of/, namely
(9.3.5.1)	v!cv = Dv/(0)
where Dv = D"l ... Dnpp and v! = «t! n2!... np I; this is immediate by induction
on |v| =«! + ••• +/ip.
(9.3.6)	An analytic function fn an open set A c=Kp is indefinitely differentiable
and all its derivatives are analytic in A.
This is an obvious consequence of (9.3.5) and (8.12.8).
For/? = 1, we have a "converse" to (9.3.5):
(9.3.7)	Let (cnzn) be a power series convergent in the ball P: |z| < r in K, and
00
letf(z) = £ cnzn in P. Then the power series ((l/(n 4- l))cnz"+1) is convergent
n = 0
in P and its sum is a primitive off.
Due to (9.3.5) we have only to check the convergence of the series
I—— cnzn+11, which follows at once from the inequality
II    1
Iz|"+1,
and from (9.1.2).

